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A B S T R A C T

The integration of wave energy converters (WECs) into offshore wind farms offers a promising solution to
potentially reduce the cost of both technologies. In a co-located wind-wave system, in addition to generating
electricity, WECs can be used to reduce wave forces acting on the support structure of a wind turbine. This
work aims to investigate the interactions between a fixed-bottom wind turbine substructure and a heaving
WEC with a primary focus on wind turbine wave loads. For this purpose, physical experiments are developed
and carried out using a 1:13 scale model of the WEC and the support structure of a wind turbine (monopile) in
regular waves. The results demonstrate that active control of WEC motion can lead to a significant reduction
in the horizontal forces acting on the wind turbine substructure.
1. Introduction

Wind energy is a leading renewable technology, accounting for over
6% of global electricity production [1]. It is expected that wind energy
will become one of the dominant energy sources in the future, and
offshore wind is an essential pillar of this transition [2]. Over the past
10 years, offshore wind has matured and is by far the most advanced
offshore renewable technology [3]. On the other hand, the wave energy
industry is developing slowly. This is largely due to economic chal-
lenges associated with developing competitive technology that reduces
the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) [4]. There is an opportunity
to develop a mutually beneficial relationship between the growing
offshore wind energy industry and wave energy technology developers.

Currently, the vast majority of offshore wind farms have fixed-
bottom foundations suitable for water depths of up to 40–60 m [5].
Within various design ideas, the monopile is considered to be the
most robust foundation concept for offshore wind [6], and it makes up
approximately 70% of all installations [5]. The structural integrity of
the monopile foundation and tower is directly affected by the dynamic
loading arising from turbulent wind, ocean waves, and rotor excitation.
As a result, capital and operational expenditures may increase leading
to elevated LCOE [7–10]. Therefore, reducing the load on the support
structure has the potential to reduce the energy cost of offshore wind,
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making the technology more economically competitive in the long
term.

A potential solution for reducing wave loading on wind turbine
substructure is associated with the use of co-located wave energy
converters (WECs) [11,12]. WECs operate by converting hydrodynamic
energy from the incident waves into kinetic energy via rigid body
motions (e.g., heave). The kinetic energy is then converted into elec-
tricity via a power take-off (PTO) system. The WEC’s motions may be
tuned with a reactive control system to optimise power absorption [13].
During this process, the WEC’s motions affect the incident wavefield
via diffraction and radiation. These wavefield interactions are directly
related to the WEC’s submerged geometry and the relative amplitude
and phase of its motions. Therefore, installing WECs upstream from
the offshore wind farm might create a shadow effect that protects the
wind farm from harmful wave loading [14] and increase the weather
window for operation and maintenance (O&M) activities. Additionally,
co-located offshore wind and WEC’s may allow electrical infrastructure
to be shared (offshore substations and subsea transmission cables),
which may help reduce substantial economic barriers to the wider wave
energy industry. Supplementary benefits include the smoothed power
output from two sources of renewable energy, common logistics and
O&M, potential cost reduction [15] and enhanced economic viability
for both wind turbines and wave energy [16,17].
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Various configurations for combined wave and wind systems have
been recommended and investigated. Pérez-Collazo et al. [15] provided
a comprehensive review of combined wind-wave systems which can
be categorised into co-located, hybrid, or island systems. Co-located
wind-wave systems combine independent offshore wind turbines and
WECs. Here, the wind turbines and WEC’s do not share foundations or
structural components, however, may share electrical and operational
infrastructure. Hybrid wind-wave systems integrate a WEC and wind
turbine into a single fixed or floating structure. Island systems are an
extension of hybrid systems, where multiple WECs and wind turbines
are combined into a much larger structure. Pérez-Collazo et al. [15]
state that a large volume of research and development has been devoted
to hybrid wind-wave systems in recent years, however, suggests that
co-located systems are likely to be a ‘first approach’ due to lower risk
rofiles and reduced development costs.

Considering hybrid WEC and fixed-bottom wind turbines, the com-
ination of an oscillating water column (OWC) and a jacket-frame
upport substructure has been proposed in [18]. Following this, the
WC has been attached to a monopile substructure and presented

n [19]. The performance of both hybrid wind-wave systems has been
valuated with physical experiments in a wave basin with attention
iven to the WEC power production and changes in the wave field
ue to the presence of the WEC. The potential of combining a heaving
orus-type WEC with a monopile has been examined in [20] primarily
ocusing on the WEC power output. Jiang et al. [21] have investigated
he structural energy transfer between a hybrid jacket foundation and

wind-wave coupling device. Many studies have also investigated
loating hybrid wind-wave systems. For example, Fenu et al. [22] have
sed a physical experiment to examine the response of a hybrid multi-
WC and wind turbine system that was integrated into a deep draught

loater (i.e., spar). In this case, three OWCs have been attached to the
ubstructure of the floating wind turbine. Similarly, da Silva et al. [12]
nd Zhou et al. [23] have investigated multiple heaving point absorbers
onnected to a floating semi-submersible offshore wind turbine.

A good example of an island wind-wave system is the P37 and P80
rototype [24–26]. This platform has been tested at sea for a two-
ear period off the Denmark coast. The hybrid system incorporated
hree wind turbines and ten oscillating water column WECs onto a
loating semi-submersible structure. Numerous physical experiments
nd numerical simulations have been conducted in the year prior to
eployment [25]. Yde et al. [26] have compared numerical results
o offshore measurement data of the deployed P37 prototype and
ound that the numerical model (in this case, HAWC2–WAMIT) could
apture platform motion to some extent. The article concludes by
cknowledging ‘‘One of the key challenges in the development of combined
ind and wave energy devices is the development of reliable numerical
odels to predict the loads and motions on the devices under different
ea and wind conditions’’. This implies that wind-wave coupled systems
isplay challenging hydrodynamic responses and may require signifi-
ant understanding to interpret and predict behaviour accurately with
umerical simulations.

Considering co-located wind-wave farms, various research has in-
estigated selecting optimum locations for co-located wave and wind
nergy farms [27,28], economic modelling [29,30], energy produc-
ion [31], and optimal geometric arrangements for improved power
roduction and reductions in incident wave height [32,33]. How-
ver, despite these important considerations, very few studies have
xamined the specific interactions between co-located WECs and off-
hore wind turbines, relating directly to environmental loading and
tructural integrity. Clark et al. [34] have studied fatigue loading of
ind turbine monopile foundations in co-located wind-wave farms.
indings from Clark et al. [34] indicate that a single WEC can reduce
onopile fatigue loads by 8%, whereas an array of WECs can reduce

atigue loads by 10%. Gubesch et al. [35] experimentally investigated
he interactions between a co-located heaving WEC and wind turbine
2

ubstructure. This study evaluated how the amplitude and phase of
a heaving point absorber affected the wave loads on a fixed offshore
wind turbine substructure. Findings from [35] showed that the WEC’s
motions (i.e., amplitude and phase) can have a significant effect on the
wind turbine wave loading.

The power generated by the WEC is clearly one of the key criteria
when evaluating the feasibility of the wind-wave system. However, less
consideration has been given to the use of co-located WECs to reduce
the wave load on a wind turbine substructure. Therefore, the main aim
of this study is to evaluate if the forces acting on an offshore wind
turbine can be reduced by controlling the motion of a heaving WEC,
and if so, how does this affect the harvested wave power. To address
this gap in knowledge, a comprehensive set of physical experiments
and numerical modelling was used to evaluate and investigate the in-
teractions between a co-located heaving WEC and a fixed offshore wind
turbine substructure. The WEC and wind turbine in this study do not
share foundations or structural components, however, are positioned in
close proximity to each other.

This study investigates the hydrodynamic responses when the co-
located wind-wave systems are subjected to small amplitude regular
waves. Considering that Yde et al. [26] expressed difficulty when
numerically modelling the hydrodynamic responses with the P37, small
amplitude waves are selected to understand the fundamental inter-
actions between the WEC’s motions and wave loading on the wind
turbine substructure before introducing the complexity and uncer-
tainty associated with the nonlinearities in extreme irregular waves
(i.e., survivable conditions). A complementary numerical analysis is
used throughout the paper, not for verification purposes but to build
a deeper understanding of the investigated problem. The experimental
and numerical techniques chosen for use in this study are designed
to accommodate and complement the limitations of each method.
For example, the experimental investigation is used to capture the
complex wave and structure interactions between the WEC and wind
turbine substructure. These include nonlinear interactions and effects
from viscosity and turbulence which may not be captured in the
numerical model. Additionally, the physical experiments provide an
opportunity to record each test with high-resolution, high-speed video
footage. On the other hand, the validated numerical models provide
an opportunity to investigate hydrodynamic aspects that could not be
studied during the physical experiments due to limitations with some
electrical components. For example, the use of active control theory
for the WEC’s motions could not be completed in the experiment due
to a lack of a real-time controller. The combination of both physical
experiments and numerical modelling provides greater insight into the
specific interactions between a heaving WEC and the fixed offshore
wind turbine substructure.

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 contains the theoret-
ical background for this study. The experimental setup and equivalent
numerical model are explained in Section 3. Experimental results are
presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. Limitations of the
current study and future work directions are covered in Section 6.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Phenomenological theory

Consider a system of two bodies that interact with ocean waves:
a fixed-bottom wind turbine (monopile) and a floating wave energy
converter. When both bodies are fixed and not moving with waves, they
only experience the wave excitation force that also includes diffraction
effects caused by the presence of other bodies. However, when the WEC
starts to oscillate with a particular velocity, it radiates waves that create
an additional force on the wind turbine substructure. This additional
force depends on the amplitude, phase and frequency of the WEC
oscillation, mode of oscillation (surge, heave, or pitch), as well as the

geometry of the problem [36]. Using the principle of the superposition,
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the total force acting on the wind turbine (WT) substructure can be
written in vector form as [37]:

�̂�WT
tot = �̂�WT

exc − 𝐙WT
WEC�̂�

WEC, (1)

where �̂�WT
tot is the total force vector acting on the wind turbine sub-

structure, �̂�WT
exc is the wind turbine excitation force vector, 𝐙WT

WEC is a
6 × 6 radiation-impedance matrix that can be decomposed into the
radiation damping and added mass matrices 𝐙WT

WEC = i𝜔𝐀WT
WEC + 𝐁WT

WEC,
�̂�WEC is the vector of the buoy velocities. The (̂ ) symbol represents
the complex-amplitude of the harmonic oscillation according to the
following convention [38]:

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑥0 cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑𝑥) = Re{𝑥0𝑒i(𝜔𝑡+𝜑𝑥)} = Re{�̂�𝑒i𝜔𝑡}, (2)

where 𝑥0 is the amplitude, and 𝜑𝑥 is the phase.
If the WEC oscillates in heave mode with a complex velocity ampli-

tude of �̂�𝑧 = i𝜔�̂�, the total horizontal force acting on the wind turbine
substructure is:

𝐹WT
𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑥 = 𝐹WT

𝑒𝑥𝑐,𝑥 − (−𝜔2𝐴1,9 + i𝜔𝐵1,9)�̂�WEC, (3)

and the total overturning (pitch) moment is:

�̂�WT
𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑦 = �̂�WT

𝑒𝑥𝑐,𝑦 − (−𝜔2𝐴5,9 + i𝜔𝐵5,9)�̂�WEC. (4)

The indices of matrices 𝐀 and 𝐁 are specified according to the num-
bering convention used in various numerical hydrodynamic solvers
(i.e. NEMOH and WAMIT). For example, assuming that the wind tur-
bine substructure is the body 1, and the WEC is the body 2, and each
body has 6 modes, either fixed or free, (surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch
and yaw), the index (1,9) corresponds to the first mode of the wind
turbine substructure (surge, or horizontal), and the third (9 − 6 = 3)
mode of the WEC (heave, or vertical).

Eqs. (3) and (4) demonstrate that the wave loading on the wind tur-
bine substructure can be decreased by properly adjusting the amplitude
and phase of the WEC motion.

3. Experimental and numerical modelling

The combined wind-wave system studied in this paper is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The physical experiments have been designed to investigate
the loading on the wind turbine support structure (monopile) and dy-
namics of the combined wind-wave system in shallow-water conditions.
For specific details, refer to Gubesch et al. [35]. Both the monopile
and the WEC are cylindrical in shape with a constant radius along
the wetted surface. The physical experiments have been designed as a
theoretical study to evaluate the fundamental interactions between the
WEC and wind turbine substructure. The geometry of the wind turbine
substructure and target wavefield is designed such that the scatter
parameter (𝑘𝑅) ranged between 0.6 and 1.25 while not exceeding the
maximum capacity of the load cell in extreme waves. This is due to a
secondary set of experiments that have been conducted during the same
campaign. The dimensions (draft and diameter) of the WEC are chosen
to be as large as possible, but limited by the capacity of the linear
motor and load cell. The geometry and spacing of the WEC and wind
turbine substructure have been investigated numerically before the ex-
periments. Pre-experimental numerical analysis indicated that the WEC
should be positioned near the wind turbine substructure to reduce wave
loading. The final geometry and spacing have been then normalised
for ease of communication to the research community (i.e., the WEC’s
diameter is ≈ 2∕3 of the wind turbine monopile diameter, and the
WEC is positioned one monopile diameter forward of the wind turbine
substructure).

As this study has been designed as a theoretical work, there is no
specific experimental full-scale equivalent, however, the data can be
scaled accordingly with Froude similitude laws. For example, a scale
factor of 1:13 would replicate a full-scale monopile diameter of 10 m
which is capable of supporting a 15-MW wind turbine [39,40]. The
experimental and full-scale parameters of the wind turbine monopile
3

and the WEC are specified in Table 1.
Fig. 1. Geometry of the studied combined wind-wave system: (a) side view, (b) top
view.

Table 1
Parameters of the combined wind-wave system.

Parameter Unit Experimental Full scale

Wind turbine substructure
Diameter (2𝑎WT) m 0.76 10
Load-cell location (below SWL) m 0.4 5.26

WEC
Diameter (2𝑎WEC) m 0.5 6.58
Height m 0.6 7.89
Draft m 0.2 2.63
Load-cell location (above SWL) m 0.0175

Water depth (ℎ) m 0.8 10.53
Distance between WT and WEC walls m 0.76 10
Distance between WT and WEC centres (𝐷) m 1.39 18.3

Note: SWL refers to the still water level.

3.1. Physical experiments

Physical experiments are conducted in the Model Test Basin (MTB)
at the Australian Maritime College, University of Tasmania (see Fig. 2).
The MTB has a length of 35 m, a width of 12 m and a water depth
of 0.8 m. The waves are generated with a HR Wallingford piston-
type wavemaker (16 paddles). A 1:6 porous beach is located at the
aft end of the MTB which is designed to damp wave reflections. The
WEC has a 25 mm fillet around the submerged edge to reduce the
turbulence that may be generated in high amplitude, high frequency
heave motions. The WEC’s heave motions are controlled by a linear
actuator (LinMot) which is mounted above the WEC on a rigid overhead
structure and measured with a linear variable displacement transducer
(LVDT). The forces and moments on the WEC and wind turbine are
measured with six degree of freedom (6-DoF) load cells. The incident
waves are measured with resistive wave probes.

For reference only, the problem geometry and tested wave con-
ditions with respect to the wavelength are specified in Table 2. The
considered ratios of the wind turbine diameter to the wavelength
(2𝑎WT∕𝜆) are higher than 0.09, meaning that the contribution of the vis-
cous drag forces to the total hydrodynamic force can be neglected [41].
The ratio of the water depth to the wavelength demonstrates that
tested conditions include deep (ℎ∕𝜆 > 0.5) and transitional-water waves
(0.05 < ℎ∕𝜆 < 0.5). Both wave steepness (𝐻∕𝜆) and water depth (ℎ)
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the combined wind-wave system: (a) heaving WEC
attached to linear motor, (b) load cell mounted on WEC, (c) co-located wind turbine
and WEC.

Table 2
Nondimensional experimental conditions.

Parameter From To

WT diameter 2𝑎WT∕𝜆 0.12 0.76
WEC diameter 2𝑎WEC∕𝜆 0.08 0.5
Water depth ℎ∕𝜆 0.125 0.8
Wave steepness 𝐻∕𝜆 0.008 0.05

indicate that tested waves are in the range of linear and second-order
Stokes waves.

3.2. Numerical model

The experimental investigation is supported by a numerical analysis
based on the boundary element solver WAMIT [42]. The wind turbine
and the WEC are represented using a higher-order method (ILOWHI
= 1) that resulted in a total number of 1920 panels for two bodies
(refer to Fig. 3). The excitation forces (Froude–Krylov and scattering
components) are evaluated from the Haskind relations.

For basic geometries such as cylinders, analytical models are also
available to calculate hydrodynamic forces. Thus, for the fixed-bottom
cylinder that represents the monopile, an explicit mathematical expres-
sion was derived by MacCamy and Fuchs [43] for the total horizontal
force:

𝐹WT
𝑒𝑥𝑐,𝑥 =

4𝜌𝑔𝑎WTAh
𝑘𝑎WT𝐻 ′

1(𝑘𝑎
WT)

tanh kh
kh

, (5)

where 𝜌 is the water density, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration, 𝑎WT

is the cylinder radius (monopile in our case), 𝐴 = 𝐻∕2 is the wave
amplitude, ℎ is the water depth, 𝑘 = 2𝜋∕𝜆 is the wave number, 𝐻1 is
the Henkel function of the first kind. For the isolated floating cylinder
that represents the wave energy converter, the semi-analytical models
were derived in [44,45].
4

Fig. 3. Meshes of wind turbine substructure and WEC used in WAMIT to calculate
hydrodynamic parameters.

3.3. Comparison between numerical and experimental data

Before conducting the primary set of experiments related to the
effect of the WEC motion on the wind turbine substructure loading,
the hydrodynamic parameters of the combined wind-wave system are
first compared using sets of analytical (limited cases), numerical and
experimental data. Firstly, the diffraction tests are carried out to in-
vestigate the wave loading on fixed bodies. These tests are conducted
in three different configurations: (1) isolated wind turbine (without
WEC) substructure, (2) isolated fixed WEC (without wind turbine),
and (3) co-located wind turbine substructure and a fixed WEC. The
wave amplitude across all diffraction tests is kept at 25 mm. Horizontal
wave excitation forces acting on the wind turbine substructure in the
absence and in the presence of the fixed WEC evaluated using the
numerical solver WAMIT and experimentally are compared in Fig. 4(a).
The force values calculated using Eq. (5) are also added to Fig. 4(a)
for reference (marked as analytical). The results demonstrate a perfect
match between the analytical and numerical models of an isolated
wind turbine. However, in comparison with the experimental data, the
numerical solver overestimates the horizontal force (surge) acting on
the wind turbine substructure by approximately 10%.

Both numerical and experimental results demonstrate that diffrac-
tion effects created by the fixed WEC reduce the total loading on
the wind turbine substructure in the range of wave periods between
1 and 1.5 s. Here, the wave period is defined as the time in sec-
onds between successive rising-edge zero-crossings from the still water
level and is measured with a resistive wave probe in-phase to the
WEC. Where possible, hydrodynamic responses (including wave peri-
ods, forces, moments, etc.) are averaged across ten steady-state wave
periods, consistent with International Towing Tank Conference guide-
lines [46]. The maximum reduction in the horizontal force of 15% is
achieved at 𝑇 = 1.22 s that corresponds to 𝑘𝑎WT ≈ 1 (or 𝑘𝑎WEC ≈ 0.7,
or 𝑘𝐷 ≈ 4).

The heave excitation forces acting on the fixed WEC with and with-
out a wind turbine substructure are compared in Fig. 4(b). The heave
excitation force experienced by the isolated WEC is also calculated
using a semi-analytical model [45] and added to the plot for reference.
In contrast to the case of a bottom-mounted wind turbine, the forces
acting on the WEC calculated numerically and experimentally are in
good agreement with each other. The force curve in the presence of the
wind turbine substructure is found to oscillate around the curve of the
isolated WEC demonstrating how interaction between two bodies can
be either strengthened or weakened depending on the wave period.

Following the diffraction analysis, the WEC radiation tests are car-
ried out to study the effect of the WEC heave motion on the wind
turbine’s horizontal force. During these tests, there are no incident
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Table 3
Experimental test matrix for the motion optimisation study.

Wave period Number of phases Number of amplitudes for optimal phase

1.1 s 8 –
1.3 s 25 8
1.5 s 7 –
1.7 s 17 8
1.9 s 6 –
2.1 s 8 8

waves and loads acting on the wind turbine are measured when the
WEC is forced to oscillate in heave with an amplitude of 25 mm.
Using recorded time series of the wind turbine force 𝐹WT

𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑥(𝑡) and WEC
isplacement 𝑧WEC(𝑡), the first harmonic complex amplitudes of the cor-
esponding signals (𝐹WT

𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑥 and �̂�WEC) are calculated for each frequency
ested. Using Eq. (3) and keeping in mind that 𝐹WT

𝑒𝑥𝑐,𝑥 = 0 in this case, the
dded mass and damping coefficients are estimated using the following
elationships:

1,9 = Re

{

𝐹WT
𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑥

𝜔2�̂�WEC

}

, 𝐵1,9 = −Im

{

𝐹WT
𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑥

𝜔�̂�WEC

}

. (6)

The hydrodynamic coefficients estimated experimentally are com-
pared in Fig. 5 with those calculated using the numerical model. A good
agreement is observed between experimental and numerical results
with a maximum deviation of 10%.

4. Motion optimisation of the WEC

As demonstrated in Section 2, the WEC motion (phase and ampli-
tude) will affect the loading on the wind turbine substructure. A set of
experiments is conducted to validate this theory focusing on the wind
turbine horizontal force only. The wave amplitude is set to 25 mm,
and six wave periods are tested between 1.1 s and 2.1 s with a step
of 0.2 s. Firstly, the WEC motion amplitude is set to 25 mm, and its
phase is varied relative to the phase of the incoming wave in order
to find an optimal value that leads to the lowest total horizontal force
acting on the wind turbine substructure. Then, setting the WEC phase
to the optimal value, the WEC motion amplitude is scaled from 25 mm
using multiplication factors between 0.5 and 4 with a step of 0.5. So
the maximum WEC amplitude tested is 4 × 25 mm = 100 mm. The test
matrix of these experiments is shown in Table 3.

In order to vary the phase of the WEC motion relative to the wave
elevation phase, the following procedure is followed. The wave probe is
5

placed in line with the WEC centre perpendicular to the incoming wave
Fig. 5. The added mass and radiation-damping coefficients that define the hydrody-
namic coupling between the WEC heave motion (𝑧WEC) and the wind turbine horizontal
force (𝐹WT

𝑥 ).

ront. Then, the WEC motion is adjusted such that the WEC oscillates
n phase with the incident wave (phase difference is zero in this case).
hen a time delay is introduced into the linear actuator so the WEC
otion lags the wave elevation (see experimental data in Fig. 6). The
resented phase difference is calculated based on the set time delay and
he wave frequency. Using the wave elevation (𝜂) at the WEC location
s a reference, it is valid to assume that the wave elevation has a phase
ero:
WEC(𝑡) = 𝐴 cos(𝜔𝑡). (7)

Then, the WEC motion amplitude 𝑧0 and phase 𝜑WEC are calculated
sing the following convention:
WEC(𝑡) = 𝑧0 cos

(

𝜔(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡)
)

= 𝑧0 cos
(

𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑WEC) . (8)
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Fig. 6. Adjustment of the WEC motion phase relative to the wave elevation phase in
a regular wave of 𝑇 = 1.3 s during experiments.

.1. Phase sensitivity

The effect of the WEC motion phase on the wind turbine substruc-
ure horizontal loading is shown in Fig. 7 for three different wave
eriods 𝑇 = 1.3, 1.5 and 2.1 s. In order to understand how WEC
otion affects changes in the wind turbine force, the force amplitude

s normalised to the force experienced by the wind turbine when the
EC is fixed (refer to Eq. (3)):

|𝐹WT
𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑥|

|𝐹WT
𝑒𝑥𝑐,𝑥|

. (9)

The results demonstrate that despite differences between the numer-
ical model and physical experiments, that have been shown in Fig. 4,
both approaches demonstrate close agreement in this phase sensitivity
study. By keeping the WEC motion amplitude at 25 mm, it is possible
to reduce the horizontal force acting on the wind turbine substructure
by up to 10%. Moreover, there are cases when the WEC motion can
negatively affect the wind turbine by increasing the loading. Also, the
optimal phase of the WEC motion that minimises the wind turbine
horizontal force is different for different wave periods.

According to Eq. (3), it is possible to derive an expression for the
optimal phase of the WEC motion as a function of the wave period
following the phase definition from Eqs. (2) and (8):

𝜑WEC
opt = −𝜑𝐹WT

𝑒𝑥𝑐,𝑥 + atan
( 𝐵1,9

−𝜔𝐴1,9

)

. (10)

A comparison of the numerically predicted optimal phase and the
one identified experimentally across a range of wave periods is pre-
sented in Fig. 8. Error bars on the plot correspond to the step size of
the experimental search for the optimal phase angle. A close match is
achieved for all wave periods tested.

4.2. Amplitude sensitivity

Once the optimal phase of the WEC motion is identified, it is
possible to further reduce the loading on the wind turbine by increasing
the WEC motion amplitude as per Eq. (3). This effect is shown in Fig. 9
for three wave periods of 𝑇 = 1.3, 1.7 and 2.1 s. The incident wave
amplitude is set constant to 25 mm across all wave periods tested. The
WEC heave amplitude is varied between 12.5 mm and 100 mm. As
6

predicted by the linear wave theory, experimental results demonstrate
Fig. 7. Effect of the WEC motion phase on the wind turbine horizontal force in regular
waves of 𝑇 = 1.3, 1.7 and 2.1 s. Both the incident wave amplitude and the WEC heave
mplitude are set to 25 mm.

Fig. 8. Dependence of the optimal phase angle of the WEC motion to minimise load
on the wind turbine as a function of wave period. Whiskers on the plot correspond to
the step size of the experimental search for the optimal phase angle.

a linear dependence of the wind turbine force and the WEC heave
amplitude. The greatest reduction in the force of up to 40% is achieved
at the wave period of 1.3 s.

In order to demonstrate the overall effect that the presence of the
WEC (either fixed or oscillating) have on the wind turbine horizontal
force, the results from Figs. 4(a), 7, 8 and 9 are combined from the
experimental and numerical investigations on Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)
respectively. This comparison clearly demonstrates that some reduction
in the wind turbine loading is due to the diffraction effects from the
fixed WEC, while the force reduction is more significant when the WEC
is oscillating.

4.3. Absorbed power

It is possible to estimate how much energy has been absorbed by the
WEC in order to achieve the reduction in loading reported in Figs. 10(a)
and 10(b). This is shown in Fig. 11 based on the numerical and
experimental data. It should be noted that some discrepancy between
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Fig. 9. Effect of the WEC motion amplitude on the wind turbine horizontal force in
regular waves of 𝑇 = 1.3, 1.7 and 2.1 s. The incident wave amplitude is set to 25 mm,
and the WEC phase angle is set to the optimal value identified experimentally according
to Fig. 8.

Fig. 10. Effect of the WEC (fixed or oscillating) on the wind turbine horizontal force
valuated (a) experimentally, and (b) numerically. The wave amplitude is 25 mm. In
he legend, values in brackets correspond to the WEC motion amplitude, while the

EC phase is set to the optimal value according to Fig. 8.

ower values calculated from numerical and physical experiments is
ainly due to the difference in the WEC optimal phase angle, which
as only measured at discrete 30 deg intervals (refer to Fig. 8). Fig. 11
emonstrates that for this particular geometry of the problem, a simul-
aneous WEC power absorption and wind turbine load reduction is only
ossible for waves longer than 1.5 s, which is shown as a positive power
utput in Fig. 11. However, this is not achievable in waves shorter than
.5 s, where the WEC should be actuated by drawing power from the
7

Fig. 11. The power absorbed by the WEC in order to achieve the reduction in wind
turbine horizontal force reported in Fig. 10(b). Positive values indicate power generated
by the WEC, negative values indicated power consumed by the WEC.

grid or storage in order to effectively reduce the horizontal force on the
wind turbine substructure.

5. Power absorption vs. load reduction

During conducted experiments, the WEC has been forced to oscillate
with the required amplitude and phase regardless of the force and
power input. In the real wind-wave system, the WEC is excited by
incident waves and its motion is directly dependent on the settings
of the PTO machinery and the control algorithm. The dynamics of
the PTO unit is usually approximated by the spring–damper system,
and there are two main control strategies widely used in wave energy,
namely active and passive controls. If active control is applied, the PTO
should act either as a generator or as a motor, depending on the part of
the WEC motion cycle. In the case of passive control, the PTO always
operates in generator mode. With these two control options in mind,
the trade-off between WEC power absorption and wind turbine load
reduction is investigated in this section using numerical analysis.

In the combined wind-wave system, the motion of the WEC, con-
nected to the PTO machinery, under the regular wave loading can
be described by the following equation (assuming the linearity of the
problem):
[

−𝜔2(𝑚 + 𝐴9,9) + i𝜔(𝐵9,9 + 𝐵𝑝𝑡𝑜) + (𝐾ℎ𝑠 +𝐾𝑝𝑡𝑜)
]

�̂�WEC = 𝐹WEC
𝑒𝑥𝑐,𝑧 . (11)

where 𝑚 is the WEC mass, 𝐴9,9 and 𝐵9,9 are the WEC’s added mass
nd radiation damping coefficients in heave, 𝐾𝑝𝑡𝑜 and 𝐵𝑝𝑡𝑜 are linear
ower take-off stiffness and damping coefficients, 𝐾ℎ𝑠 is the hydrostatic
tiffness. Once the WEC motion is known, the average power absorbed
y the WEC in a regular wave can be calculated as:

𝑃 = 1
2
𝐵𝑝𝑡𝑜𝜔

2
|�̂�WEC

|

2. (12)

Let us consider two objective functions that can be optimised by
tuning the PTO parameters 𝐾𝑝𝑡𝑜 and 𝐵𝑝𝑡𝑜, taking into account the
limited stroke of the WEC:

1. maximise WEC power output (Eq. (12)):

argmax
𝐾𝑝𝑡𝑜 ,𝐵𝑝𝑡𝑜

𝑃 , subject to: |�̂�WEC
| ≤ 0.2 m. (13)

2. minimise the wind turbine horizontal force (Eq. (3)):

argmin
𝐾𝑝𝑡𝑜 ,𝐵𝑝𝑡𝑜

𝐹WT
𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑥, subject to: |�̂�WEC

| ≤ 0.2 m. (14)

Moreover, each objective function is investigated using two differ-
ent control scenarios: (1) with active control of the WEC where both
𝐾 and 𝐵 are kept as optimisation parameters that can take both
𝑝𝑡𝑜 𝑝𝑡𝑜
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Fig. 12. Effect of WEC motion on wind turbine horizontal force and WEC power output depending on the objective function: either power maximisation or load minimisation.
he results are obtained using the numerical model for the active and passive control approaches. The wave amplitude is 25 mm.
egative and positive values; and (2) with passive control of the WEC
here 𝐾𝑝𝑡𝑜 = 0 and 𝐵𝑝𝑡𝑜 > 0. Fig. 12 demonstrates the optimisation

esults that can be summarised as follows (the corresponding values of
ptimised PTO parameters are shown in Appendix). If active control is
sed, it is possible to:

– significantly reduce the wave loading on the wind turbine (up to
100%) in short waves (𝑇 < 1 s) but with an energy input to the
WEC;

– slightly increase the horizontal force acting on the wind turbine
substructure when power is maximised in short waves;

– simultaneously achieve power absorption and load reduction (up
to 20%) in long waves (𝑇 > 2 s);

– absorb four times more power than using passive control in longer
waves (Figs. 12(b) and 12(d)).

A passively controlled WEC has a very limited effect on wind
urbine loading and power production. As shown in Fig. 12(b) and
iscussed in Section 3.3, having a fixed WEC in front of the wind
urbine substructure reduces the wave load by a maximum of 15% in
range of periods from 1 to 1.5 s. A further reduction in wave load

an be achieved by passively controlling the motion of a WEC, but this
ffect is limited to a range of wave periods close to the natural period
f this WEC (1.15 s). Taking into account that the WEC equipped with
assive control does not produce any power in the range of periods
elow 1.5 s (refer to Fig. 12(d)), it may be concluded, that the fixed
EC would be more beneficial to the wind-wave system than the WEC
ith a passive control system.

However, it should be noted that these results are valid only for
he specific geometry of the problem under consideration (radii of a

EC and a wind turbine substructure, as well as the distance between
tructures). To achieve simultaneous power production and load reduc-
ion for a particular wave climate, it is required to optimise the entire
onfiguration taking into account the feasible control solution (either
8

ctive or passive control approach).
6. Discussion

The following discussion outlines some of the limitations of this
study and provides recommendations for future work.

1. The geometry and spatial arrangement of the wind-wave system
in this study is limited to one configuration. It is likely that dif-
ferent geometrical configurations may produce different results.
Future work should investigate alternative configurations and
arrays of WECs.

2. The interactions between the co-located wind-wave system are
tested in small-amplitude regular waves to draw clear conclu-
sions about the effect of the WEC’s heave motion on wind turbine
wave loading. However, extreme wave loading generated by
very large irregular waves is not presented in this study. Evaluat-
ing the survivability characteristics of the WEC and wind turbine
structures in highly nonlinear waves is an important next step as
wave slamming, wave run-up, and overtopping (i.e., greenwater)
are critical factors for survivability. Future works recommend
investigating the interaction between the WEC’s motions and
wind turbine wave loading when exposed to highly nonlinear
focused wave groups.

3. The WEC’s motion is limited to heave in this study. In a more
realistic scenario, the WEC will likely surge forward and aft
(depending on the mooring system). The effect of coupled heave
and surge motions should be also investigated.

4. The motion of the WEC in this study was kinematically con-
trolled by a linear actuator, which made it possible to eliminate
the uncertainties associated with the implementation of active
control. Future work should include real-time active control
of the WEC in physical experiments to provide more accurate
estimates of the power generated by the WEC.
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7. Conclusion

In this work, a combined wind-wave system is investigated to under-
stand the effect of WEC motion on wind turbine loads using intensive
physical experiments. The results demonstrate that the horizontal force
acting on the wind turbine substructure can be decreased by up to 40%
subject to the WEC phase, amplitude and wave frequency. Also, there
is a linear relationship between the WEC motion amplitude and the
wind turbine horizontal force. In longer wave periods, the WEC can
generate both power while also reducing the load on the wind turbine
substructure. However, in shorter waves, these two goals contradict
each other, and the WEC should be actuated and draw power from the
grid in order to minimise the wind turbine loads. Also, a comparison
is made between active and passive WEC control strategies, and it is
found that only active control is suitable for this goal. A passively
controlled WEC has a very limited effect on wave-induced wind turbine
forces.
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Appendix. Optimised power take-off parameters

Fig. A.13 demonstrates values of the optimised power take-off pa-
rameters identified in Section 5 for two objective functions: maximisa-
tion of the WEC power output and minimisation of the wave loading
acting on the wind turbine substructure using active and passive control
laws. When active control is used either to maximise WEC power or
minimise the wave loading, the negative stiffness is required to be pro-
vided for longer wave periods in order to adjust the natural frequency
of the WEC. This can be achieved by using bistable mechanisms [47].

Also, to reduce wave loads on the wind turbine substructure, the PTO
Fig. A.13. Values of the optimised power take-off parameters used to produce Fig. 12.
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damping should take negative values over a range of wave periods
below 1.8 s which corresponds to the situation of supplying power to
the WEC instead of generating useful electricity (refer to Fig. 12(c)).

Interestingly, when passive WEC control is used for load reduction,
there is a range of wave periods (1.1 s < 𝑇 < 1.4 s) where it is more
beneficial to keep the WEC fixed which is evident by very large values
of the PTO damping, 𝐵𝑝𝑡𝑜 → ∞. In this case, the major changes in the
wavefield are caused by the WEC diffraction and not WEC radiation, a
similar conclusion is also reported in [48].
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